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2007 Draft Set For Next Week
Tournament Start Time Slides Back 30 Minutes
Colorado Springs, Colo. – After more than two weeks of silence from the SLW Front Office,
Commissioner Hixson addressed the media today. “The entry deadline has passed and the tournament
field is set,” Hixson stated. “The captains will conduct the online draft beginning next week and team
names will be determined. At the conclusion of the draft, the schedule will be released.”
Participants were asked to remember a pillow, blanket and towel the weekend of the event.
Hixson went on to elaborate on the rationale behind the new start time. “We have decided in the interest of
general well-being, the players would be better served with another 30-minutes of sleep. It is not a secret
that the nights have gotten out of control and adjustments needed to be made. Only the Bement Crew
avoids the negative effects of the night before the tournament because they each have one beer and go to
bed at 9:15.”
Tenacious E guitarist Matt Endsley has been busy with a rigorous rehearsal schedule. “It is all for our
fans,” Endsley said. “I love to perform for this group at Shangri La’. It is all I’ve been able to think about for
the last month and a half.”
Reports out of Chicago last week indicated a feud had developed between co-lead singers Brian and Chris
Shoemaker and Endsley stemming from a recent show at Panera Bread on the campus of the University of
Illinois. Chris Shoemaker was agitated when questioned about the incident. “Quote this, F**k you.” Calls
to the other two band members were not returned. “
As a final note, Shangri La’ Wiffleball would like to thank Bret Gilliland for lending his voice to the SLW
Classic Moments this year. “He has the perfect voice for what we were looking for,” said Hixson. “I’ve
been contacted by several groups interested in using Gilliland’s voice for movie promos and commercials.
SLW found him and we intend to retain his services exclusively for SLW.”
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